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The Japan Super Science Fair 

is now coming to a close. During 

these five days we have had the 

opportunity to see new faces, 

bump into many old 

acquaintances, and build upon 

previous friendships. We may 

come from different countries or 

regions, speak different 

languages, or have different 

cultural interpretations, but 

our mutual fascination with 

science bonds us all. 

 

Although we may not be able to 

see the fruits of our efforts from 

the fair just yet, we have surely 

laid some of the foundations for 

our futures in science here at 

JSSF, 2013. 

 

We hope you are grateful for 

the fun and laughter we 

encountered at the fair. We 

hope you make use of the new 

bonds of friendship you have 

forged and build upon the 

achievements you have made 

here at the fair to contribute to 

our common future. 

 

In order to make a contribution 

to science, the future requires of 

us all the need to transcend 

national boundaries and help 

one another to improve 

conditions for all mankind. We 

need to share our knowledge, 

not just for the benefit of 

institution or nation, but for the 

benefit of us all. Let's build a 

future together, that we can 

sustain together, that lasts the 

test of time. 

JSSF2013 All Participants 

A Spectacular Ending. 
The manifesto was read, and certificates awarded, songs 
sung, fond memories passed before our eyes on the screen. 
It seemed incredible that only 5 days had passed since we 
got together as strangers. Even though the end of JSSF 
2013 is a sad occasion the closing ceremony was able to 
express everything we all felt about the time we spent, and 
the people we met here.  This is the remarkable thing about 
the world of science and the magic of youth; a time when 
our hearts are wide open for giving and receiving love, 
trust, and understanding. Even those grizzled veterans of a 
thousand classrooms, the teachers, were seen to brush back 
the odd tear. As usual music, that greatest of all 
international languages, caught and expressed the emotion 
best. May we all meet again in peace and fraternity. 

Goodbye All of the 
students  and teachers  at 
Ritsumeikan would like to 
extend  our  heartfelt 
thanks  to  this  year’s 
participants.  We  hope 
you’ve  gained  as  much 
from the JSSF as we have. 
We wish you all the best 
for your journey home and 
hope  to  see  you  again 



Feedback      
Thank you to all students and teachers for their positive and generous feedback. 

From Students…. 

◇ Best week of my life, will miss everyone so much! Really don’t want to leave. 

◇ What can I say? Japan is awesome! I have made lifelong friends and bonds and done things I could only dream of. 

◇ Please change from five days to one or two weeks. 

◇ Everyone please keep in touch. All of you are wonderful. I am so glad to meet you all. I don’t want to go back because I will miss 
you all. Good luck! I wish you all every happiness. 

◇ Coming to JSSF 2013, was like doing a world tour in five days where we saw cultures and brilliant ideas blending in the mixtures 
of innovation and discoveries in science. 

◇ Having experienced JSSF for the first time, I am really glad that everything exceeded my expectations. My love for science grew 
even larger. 

◇ Although other participants had different culture and language, we still managed to unite as young scientists. Who are willing to 
contribute to the field. We love JSSF We love Japan. I just love Japan so much and good wishes for JSSF!!! 

◇ JSSF is the best event I have ever attended. Scientific phenomena, robotics, brushbot, and the list is never-ending. 

◇ Writing this on the final day of JSSF 2013 seems somewhat surreal.  Time flies when you are having fun. There is no 
exaggeration when saying that this week has been the best week of my life. I have enjoyed meeting loads of new friends and 
sharing our enjoyment of science together but also embracing Japanese culture. I love JAPAN. 

◇ Thanks to Mr Tanaka, and Ms Takeda, and all the staff and buddies for doing a great job in this fair. 

◇ It was really nice to be exposed to many different countries and cultures. 

◇ This 6 day journey will stay in my heart forever. 

◇ I learned so many amazing things and created memories I will never forget. The videos and closing ceremony were really 
touching and I feel sad to leave Japan tomorrow. 

◇ JSSF has given me so much I only wish I could give something back. 
 

From Teachers... 

◆ It was valuable for school leaders to talk together. 

◆ Thanks for the wonderful opportunity that JSSF provides. The friendships and professional dialogues that I am able to have are 
invaluable. 

◆ Yet another excellent fair. Well done to the Rits team. 

◆ It was an amazing event you did it again. 

◆ JSSF is ICHIGO ICHIE. An unrepeatable experience that profoundly affects everyone. JSSF touches the future. 

◆ Thank you so much for this event. My students love it. 

◆ My students learned a lot and made new friends. The spirit of sharing is wonderful and the cultural performances were awesome. 

◆ May you continue your noble work in making the countries of the world unite in science undertakings. 

◆ We look forward to JSSF 2014. 

◆ I have been blown away by the organization effort and spirit of all staff and students that I have met, and I know I will be 
implementing many of the ideas in my own teaching. 

◆ This was my 5th JSSF! I find myself talking about my experiences throughout the school year. The one regret I have is I can’t 
give more students this wonderful experience. After describing it so many ask me why I don’t take them? 

◆ We have had collaborative science projects with Ritsumeikan for 5 years and I believe my students have learned so many valuable 
lessons. 

◆ All different, All unique. 


